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1. Introduction

Zero temperature transitions are possible and of interest in sys-

tems with quantum aspects, such as the Ising model in a transverse

field, described by the hamiltonian

., X.
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ABSTRACT

A zero temperature real space renormalisation group block method is

applied to the random quantum Ising model with a transverse field on the planar

honeycomb and square lattices. For the bond diluted system the magnetisation

and the separation of the ground state energy level (in the paramagnetic phase)

are presented for several bond concentrations p. The critical exponents

extracted "bath from the fixed points and from direct numerical computations

preserve some scaling relations and the critical curve displays a characteristic

discontinuity at the percolation concentration. For the McCoy and Wu

distribution the random fields and bonds are found to introduce a strong

relevant disorder. The order parameter still falls off continuously to zero

for well defined values of the parameters but a new fixed point yields a slight

change in the critical exponents.
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where Sx'z are the Pauli spin one-half operators, f1 is the

transverse field and J. . ~ is the exchange interaction between

spins in the nearest-neighbour sites i and i+6" . The model in

question has been proposed for some tunneling ferroelsctrics, co-

operative Jahn-Teller systems and induced magnets (, Blinc and Zek5

1972, Stinchcombe 1973) . In two or more dimensions it undergoes a

phase transition at finite temperature which can be reduced to zero

by increasing the transverse field T to a critical value T c pro-

portional to the exchange J. The system therefore shows quantum

critical behaviour as the field f goes through T . The zero tern-
c

perature transitions of low dimensional quantum systems are often

related to the finite temperature transitions of higher dimensional

classical systems. For the pure d-dimensional spin ^ Ising model

in a transverse field the critical singularities at T = 0 have the

form of powers of f - T with the same exponents as describe the
c

T - T dependence of the (d+1") - dimensional classical Ising model
c

tPfeuty and Elliott 1971, Suzuki 1976, Oitmaa and Coombs 1981 *) .

Recent real space renormalisation group studies have reproduced these

properties (Penson et al 1979, Sneddon and Stinchcombe 1979,

Nattis and fiallardo 1980, Stella et al 1983, Kamieniarz 1983, Pfeuty

et al 1982_ Hirsch 1979).
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The diluted case of this model has some striking properties.

For the two-dimensional system the percolative behaviour is ex-

pected to yit:d a discontinous jump in the critical field at the

percolation concentration p c (Harris 197^a, Stinchcombe 1983) .

Below pc there is no long-range order, so that the critical field

is equal to zero whereas just above pc the critical field changes

discontinuous!/ to take the finite value needed to destroy the or-

der in the chain-like percolating clusters. The discontinuity pre-

dicted by Harris has been obtained from real space renormalisation

calculations [ Stinchcombe 1981a, 1981b, dos Santos 1981, 1982,

Kamieniarz 1983) and from a two-spin cluster variation method

(Saxena 1983).

Stinchcombe(1931 a)derived a decimation transformation using the

bond-moving procedure. As this scheme neglects non-commutation

aspects of the model hamiltonian, dos Santos (1981, 1982) has attempted

to incorporate these aspects coming to the results quite compar-

able to those of Stinchcombe but generalized to finite temperatures

The one-dimensional Is ins model in a transverse field with ran-

dom fields and bonds is the quantum analogue (, Uzelac et al 1981) of

the random two-dimensional Ising model considered by P4cCoy and Wu

[1968) . Such a system has a well-defined critical temperature but

the specific heat does not display any sharp singularity which appears

only in free energy. Uzelac et al (,1980) considered the quantum

equivalent (1) within the real space renormalisation group. Although

the singularity in the energy was not recovered, the instability of

the pure /non-random/ fixed point against disorder and a new sharp

transition were established.

In this paper we extend the method of Uzelac et al (1980) to

the planar random system ( 1) . For the McCoy and Wu type randomness

Our resultr; can be corsidersd as t'"<= 'jinil-r ~em?.ra?.i.\Ttion "f the

irevi™.1-: rculti {j.'selac et il 1<?"0) to the ••"0-<1i;;1e?"tonal -ode1..

The nair ccnclucinrs [the preliminary verci^r. - '̂ '̂ .nii.iarr; 193^0

are the s.ime, although the transition is not ^yrmetric with respect

to the random fields and bond" as v;ell as unexpectedly the new criti-

cal exponents are close to the classical ones.

The present study can be considered as a first step in the

application of the quantum renorraalisation group method to the bond

diluted system (J) . Cur ain !,•= to obtain the critical behaviour of

the diluted systeri, to check on the preservation of the scaling re-

lations in the sc'nene proposed and to extend the analysis beyond the

critical region. Qualitatively the flow line picture is the same as

found in the previous renornalisation schemes (^Stinchcombe 1981,

dos Santos 1982}. The critical curve joins the three non-trivial

fixed points and falls off discontinuousiy to zero it the percola-

tion concentration p,. The discontinuity is connected with tv.'o non-

triviil fixed points existing at p . The first describes purely geo-

metrical behaviour where.!as the second corresponds to chain-}ike cri-

J;i.c?.l behaviour. The transition of the diluted nystaa with the bond

concentration p> ~r 13 governed by the pure fixed point. This pic-

ture is consistent v.'ith our further calculations of the magnetisa-

tion and the energy gap at the paramagnetic phase. The corresponding

critical exponents (1 3rd $ , extracted frorr: the direct numerical

-oc.putaticns, regain constant until the vicinity of the percolation

theroshcld and equal to the pure values which, ir. addition to that,

coincide v.'ith those "bt^ir.od from the scaling relations. The paper

1" organised 13 follows: in $ 2 the method is outlined and in § 3

the purs Unit is presented. Dilution is considered in 5 ^ whereas

the McCoy and V/u type randomness is analysed in 3 5. In 5 6 the re-

sulti are summarised and discussed.
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2. Method

The renormalisatlon group method applied in this paper is a block

one. We divide the lattice into independent blocks of n sites.
5

Each block consists of a central site and z adjacent sites, where

z is the coordination number. The blocks form a new lattice ident-

ical with the original one. For the honeycomb and square lattices

the corresponding blocks are shown in figure 1, Then the hatnilto-

nian 11) is divided into two parts. The first part includes all

interactions occurring inside the isolated blocks and is exactly

diagonalised. However, following Fernandez-Pacheco (.1979) and

Uzelac et al 1.1980) , we remove from this part field-dependent terms

at the central sites of the blocks. The second "interacting" part

approximately treated includes all the remaining terms of the orig-

inal hamiltonian. The former and the latter part can be represented

ty

- r
Oil

oM ~"

1 V

k,J
(3)

respectively. Here the index k denotes.the number of the block,

the indices p , p' denote the sites inside the given block whereas

£ k k+S
£'£, is a structure-dependent

factor equal to 1 when the external bond J . i k+g links two sites

p and p1 belonging to the nearest-neighbour clusters k and

respectively. Otherwise this factor is equal to zero.

-5-

The hamiltonian (2) for an isolated block k takes the form

where

+

and LOfci(b t •* ) f^= i ) stands for the standard-basis operator

and Erd8s 1972) defined as

Let \±} ^ be the eigenstates of the operators

the lowest energy

i, with

The eigenstates li>^ o f the block hamiltonian (A) , belonging

to the lowest energy level which is found to be double degenerated,

are

where

For the block k we define new spin operators s!T , s/*

basis I ± > ̂  . In the representation of the eigenfunctions

in the

-6-



we have

bfc pk k ' (JO)

where

The direct product of the doublet states (8^ for the isolated •blocks

yields the exact eigen states of the block hatnlltonian ̂ 2) with the

lowest energy. Then the hamiltonian [2] projected out on the sub-

spaceTthis direct product leads to the truncated hamiltonian "̂ K.1

which is reduced to a sum of unit operators multiplied by the energy

of the doublet l±.> ̂  and can be considered as a constant. This

constant is only needed to calculate the ground state energy /Casper

1980/ and will be dropped further on. In terms of the block spins

Sv the corresponding projection of the hamiltonian (.3) is of the

same form as the initial hamiltonian (.1} but with renormalised pa-

rameters • These new parameters as functions of

the old parameters are expressed by the recursion relations

Following Uzelac et al /1980/ we calculate the z component of the

masnetisation from the averaged operator

lllllil*

(15)
satisfying the recursion relation

where

The approximation of the present method consists in retaining

only the two lowest energy states of the block during the iterative

procedure. These states form a new base for the block. In the new

representation the 'interacting' part (,3) initially dropped is reduced

to the initial form (."0 of the model hamiltonian with the fields

r'k
 and bonds J

3. Pure case

In this section we briefly discuss the results of the method

applied to the pure system when the fields and bonds are site-in-

dependent: r. = r , j; j+<r = j-

For the linear chain /Uzelac et al 1930/ the corresponding results

were encouraging. Due to a duality not only the critical field

was recovered exactly but also the critical exponent -o was found

to be exactly equal to one.

Defining

the relations (.13) - (14") resolve themselves into

-8-
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'.-/here n = z + 1 is equal to it or 5 for the honeycomb and square

lattice, respectively. For the dimensionless parameter y we al-

ways obtain an unstable fixed point y separating two trivial

fixed points y = p, y = O Q . This can be seen from the flow diag-

rams in figures 2a and 2b for the pure limit p = 1, p being the

concentration of the magnetic bonds. After iterating the relation

(16) up to the fixed point, the magnetisation is given by the for-

mula

*>*0 (20)

If ytmi> 4 /it means that then Gr^. j whereas if

then <Sr = o. Thus for y < y the system is - ferromagneti-
c

ordered whereas for y > y is in the paramagnetic phase.
c

The unstable fixed point y separating these phases is interpreted

as the critical field. In the ferromagnetic region the magnetisa-

tion can be numerically calculated from the expression ^20) . The

results are presented as p = 1 curves on the left-hand side of the

figures 3a and 3b , whereas on the right-hand site the value of the

field r°° at the fixed point is plotted in units J = 1 for the

paramagnetic region. From eq C 3 ) we have
0° n, ~4

when y < y , T = 0, J ^ 0 and the ground state is a doublet.c

In the case y >y , t™ f 0, J = 0 and the ground state is a

singlet. The energy separation between the singlet and a continuum

of the excited states is A = 2 T* and tends to zero according to

the power law ,A~ (. h - h ) s when y approaches the critical va-

lue y /Pfeuty and Elliott 1971/. The gap exponent s and the ex-

ponent (b can be extracted from our numerical data. The results are

reported in table 1. These, and other critical exponents can be

obtained from the standard /Wilson and Kogut 197^, Uzelac et al

1930 / fixed point analysis of the relation (_19) . The correlation

length exponent N is obtained very easily after the linearisation

of the recursion relation (,19) near the fixed point y^. The dynam-

ical exponenent z /Jullien et al 1978/ which describes the dilata-

tion of the energy at the transition is calculated from the renor-

malisation of J or T for y = y . The renormalisation of V
c

leads to the formula

U

The corresponding formula following from the renormalisation of J

is different but the numerical results are the same. The lineariza-

tion of 3 Z at the transition yields the exponent U describing

the decay of the correlation function according to the power law

< s^ S,, B>~
 R~^ > w h e r e

The results for y , "V , z » '*? obtained as described here are

reported in table 1. Owing to the scaling relations /Uzelac et al

1980, Penson et al 1979/

we can calculate once more the exponent (b and s . The new •values

are found to coincide with those calculated directly from the

integrated relations t.20), {21) and already given In table 1. The

data of other authors are also presented there. Our results are

comparable to those given by Penson et al (1979) within the zero-

-10-



temperature renormalisatior! scheme. Contrary to the latter, the

former are the test for the exponent >) and less accurate for

the exponent .= . As to the exponents *") and fb , our predictions are
as accurate ;:•, those of Hirsch (1979] calculated in the second order.

A. Results for the bond-diluted case.

The exchange parameter J. , _ is a random variable for the bond-
1 j 1+ O

diluted system which implies that both renormalised parameters T^

and J, are random. We introduce the new random variablek,k+6

The reduced variable is distributed according to the binary-

distributions

(25)

if the bonds of the hamiltonian (1) are present (j, . _ = J } or

absent (_J. , _ = o} with probability p and 1-p respectively,

and x = J/f . The ratio of the scaled parameters (.13) and

leads to the relation

where the independent variables x.t x., , x. ., are distributed

according to the binary function ^26} . The scaling (27) implies

that the distribution loses its binary form (.26) and evolves to a

more general form /Yeoraans and Stinchcombe 1979/

where x/ is given by the transformation (27) and x. denotes

all the independent random variables present on the right-hand side

of eq. (,27) . The renormalised distribution (,28) consisting of a

series of delta-functions is approximately replaced /Yeomans and

Stinchcombe 1979/ by a distribution of the initial binary form

with renormalised parameters p' and x' . These parameters are

chosen so that the approximate form preserves the zeroth and first

moments of the renormalised distribution.

As an example we consider honeycomb lattice using the blocks

shown in figure 1, The renormalised transformation (27} is now of

the form

(29)

whereas the scaled parameters p* and x^ become

The renormalised transformations resulting in the same way for the

bond-diluted quadratic lattice with the block separation shown in

figure 1 are

-n-
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The fixed points p can be very easily found from the transforma-

tions (30) and (32) . In both cases there are two solutions: p* = 1

corresponding to the pure nonrandom system, as well as p = p < 1
c

interpreted as the percolation concentration. The eigenvalues %

of the linearised transformations at p = p are greater than 1

and lead to the percolation correlation length exponent

(34s)

.1/1,
where b =(zt1 V" . The numerical values p and V are reported

c p

in table 2. The non-trivial fixed points x* of the transfor-

mations (31) and (33) corresponding to p = 1 coincide with those

of the pure system. For p = pc we obtain new non-trivial fixed

points x̂ " . The corresponding numerical values y* a 1/ x* are

presented in table 3. In our calculations the critical concentra-

tions pc are overestimated whereas the-critical parameter y* at

the percolation concentration fulfils the inequality 1 < y"* < y ,

where 1 and yc stand for the critical field of the pure one and

two-dimensional system, respectively.

The renormalisation group transformations (.30) - (.33̂) can be

iterated numerically yielding the flow line diagram presented in

figures 2a and 2b for the z = 3 and z = h lattices, respectively.

that
Qualitatively the flow line picture is the same ay found in the

previous renormalisation schemes /Stinchcombe 1981a, dos Santos

1981/. The bold line is the critical curve which joins the three

non-trivial fixed points and exhibits the discontinuous /from zero

to a value greater than 1/ jump at the percolation concentration

in agreement with the Harris conjecture. The phase boundary was

determined, as usual, as the separatrix between the domains of at-

traction of the trivial fixed points. In the region below the criti-

cal curve the system displays a long-range order. This can be readily

seen after iterating the relation C.16) up to the fixed point.

The magnetisation is then given by the formula

u*

where

whereas -p and x£ are determined in the iteration step m from

the corresponding renormalisation group transformations. The concen-

tration p emerges averaging the random coefficient \^ in eq. (,16)

over the distribution (26) . In the domain of attraction of the

trivial fixed point p = 1 , y = 0 the magnetisation does not vanish

after a sufficiently large number of the iterations p^m->1 ,

y —^ o /i.e. A n —^1/*

Above the critical curve the magnetisation vanishes as either

v^m\, o or y^m1-*oo . In figures 3a and 3b the magnetisation is
IT y Q

plotted forseveral concentrations p in the case of hexagonal and

square lattice,respectively.

-13-



The scaled parameter is again, in our approximation, a

random variable distributed in the same way as x. but with renorma-

lised parameters p' and x' =

= r

The renornalised field

(37)

is no longer independent of the block. In order to retain in the

renormalised hamiltonian "O. the field T as a constant, we average

the random quantity (.37) . This leads to the following expression

for the field

(38)

%

L

which can be iterated. We obtain in units J = 1

r -

i

For the pure case p^ = 1 and the expression (39") resolves itself

into (21) . In the ferromagnetic region T = o otherwise V 4 4-

The field f at the fixed point is plotted on the right part in

figures 3a and 3b, From the numerical data for fe and T we can

extract the critical exponents p> and & in the same way as in the

pure case. We present the corresponding values in table 4. By dotes

are denoted the intermediate concentrations. At the bottom we have

repeated the values (1 and s calculated from the pure fixed point

and the scaling relations <̂ 24) . From these data' we can readily in-

fer that the critical exponent (b and 5 do not depend on the con-

centration and coincide with those of the non-diluted system.

The eigenvalues X r of the transformations (J51"1) and (33s) lin-

earized . near the non-trivial fixed noints for the relevant variable

-15-

x yield the expression for the zero-temperature correlation length

Xr . The exponent >} re-exponents in the form (3V) with X D

lated to the fixed point p* = 1 is, of course, equal to the pure

system exponent. In the case p* = pQ we get the values reported in

the table 3.

Defining J1 as x^ = J?/ r' , where x'Q is given by the renor

malisation-group transformations \.3"0 and {33) whereas T by the

expression Ĉ S") » w e infer that the relations

are fulfilled at the fixed points p*, x* . The change of scale

l' = 1/b implies that the energy is scaled by E'= bzE /Jullien et

al 1973/, where z is the dynamical exponent related to time or

energy. Combining the relation

•3'/3 - r'/r ^b~* W

as well as the relation (38") with ,p = pc , xQ = XQ we obtain the

dynamical exponents z presented in table 3.

As the averaged operator 3^ is scaled according to eq. (.16)

and the coefficient t, . is a random quantity we find the dimen-

sion d of the operator s£ averaging ^ ^ . The dimension dff

is directly related to the exponent fn (<3^ S^+R> ~ R~^ , Penson

et al 1979 )

Vie have presented the numerical values of the exponents for

= pc in the table 3.

-16-



In ths cane p* = 1 all the data (^,2,11") coincide '/ith those

for the pure case. Taking into account the scaling liws (,24") we

can confute the exponents fb and & . Their numerical values are

also given in the table 3.

Both the flow line picture and structure of the fixed points

are qualitatively the same as in the previous calculations /stinchcorabe

1981a, dos Santos 1992/. In addition to the pure non-trivial

fixed point p * = 1, the transformations (.30") - (.33) yield two other

non-trivial fixed points p = p , y ^ 0 and p = p , y = <ji for

the bond diluted system. The latter corresponds to purely pereoiative

behaviour whereas the former - to chain - like behaviour of the

system. The flow from the chain-like tc the pure fixed point indi-

cates the crossover between these two types of critical behaviour.

For the bond diluted system with p > p the critical behaviour is
c

expected to be determined by the pure fixed point. The direct calcu-

lations show that the magnetisation is diminished for the diluted

system with p <1 and the critical index fb remains constant until

the vicinity of the percolation threshold, and equal to the pure

value. The same refers to the field r00 and the critical index s .

In addition to that these values of the exponents fb and => coin-

cide with those calculated from the scaling relations ( 2 M . Al-

though our calculations are consistent, the conclusion that the bond-

type randomness is irrelevant seems to be doubtful because it does

not agree with the Harris criterion /Harris 1974b, Stinchcombe 1933/

5. Result;- for random field:- and interact ior.3

In thic zscticr. -.-re prossr.t our rer.orsalisation-jroup study of the

system. (1) with random fielcic snd bends choosing the following prob-

ability distributions:

;} = 0 for

where x. = J or T, the constants x and N^ are defined as

x^ = J or F^ , M. = ?T- or N r . The same problem was considered

for the linear chain by Uzelac et al /1980/ . The shape (.43) was

used by KcCoy and V.'u (1963) in their studies of the classical 2D

I sins r.-Odel.

The distributions (43) have the follov/ing properties /Uzelac

et al 1530/: a peak at x^ corresponding to the ordered U n i t emerges

when 1*. ̂  co ind the limit N. -J> 0 corresponds to strong disor-

der. At each step of the procedure described in section 2, the para-

meters r. and J. . are supposed to be distributed independently

from one another according to the probability distribution (43)- The

renornalised distribution (.28) is not followed precisely but is ap-

proximately ' truncated assuming that the reduced shape of the distri-

bution function is conserved through the iterative process. Following

Uzelac et al (.1930) we assume that this shape depends on two para-

meters: the average x.. and the standard deviation S". - ( r.1 - ( >c. °f )

The first two moments of the probability distribution (43) are

-17-
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The scaled parameters x' and x1* can be obtained averaging the

recursion relations (.131 - (_iO . They are given in the following

form

2' =

- , - ,i

where ^ =

relations for the parameters x,

-_ H

renormalisation-group recursion

and x^ or x* and N. can bex, nd x^

determined assuming that the renormalised distribution conserves

the first two moments. This yields the following- renorna]isation

group equations for P and Kr :

IP-1

^r f~a / CJ. N

2, •+

^ *ir4

and the corresponding equations for J Q and Hj . The quantities ̂  z

are the same as %-j , ^L in the paper by Uzelac et al /1980,

eq. (.4-7) / whereas J } gL the same as * r , ^
1

In order to show the instability of the ordered unstable fixed

point against disorder we consider slnall relative standard de-

viations &J /J and <Vr / r around the mean value J and F

obtained for ff-a ^ = 0 a"t- "this fixed point. From eqs.

it follows that

4
-19-

r

where

L K - r— „ ^

The quantities <3^ , S' can be calculated expanding 5btc and

*5plc C appearing in ^ ^i ^ ^ ) up to the second order around

the mean values V J . The final result is the following

•3'

where ii and X. are the critical values of the parameters de-

fined in eq {,18} f°r "the ordered system. If we put 1o^ = 3 and

1\ =1 our result (^9) resolves itself into (,39) of Uzelac et al

(i980),For our planar lattices the matrix of the transformations

is not symmetric and has two eigenvalues. The first eigenvalue ref-

lated to the fluctuations of the exchange parameter is less than 1

whereas the second, related to the fluctuations of the field and

greater than 1, is indicative of an instability of the ordered

fixed point against disorder.

The resursion relations for the three independent parameters

ro/Jo, N r , Nj can be only studied numerically. The main conclu-

sions are the same as in the one-dimensional case /Uzelac et al 198C

We find in the parameter space the critical surface Cr0/^o\=itWr,N^

as a separatrix between the domains of attraction of the trivial

fixed points Cr<,/g.V*=*co ,

-SO-



If we start with rQ/Jo < (. f^/J^ we will end up the flow line

with the former fixed point. In the case f /j \ { T /J "\

we will end up with the latter fixed point. For exanrole: if NT=0.1

and Nr/Nj = 1.769292 or Nj = 0.1 and Mr/Kj = 2.441478 then

(r0/
J
c\ = 1-273973 or 1.423378 for honeycomb and square lattice,

respectively.

We will show analytically that a new un-trivial fixed point

with the finite ratio Nr/Nj does exist in the limit N -> 0, NT->0.

Taking the proper limit and defining

we find

= -2,

rvr? ^

(52s!

where

= i ±
*j- 5

For the linear chain nc = 3 and ro = 0 whereas for the planar sys-

tem the corresponding values m* are presented in table 5. There

are also possible the trivial solutions m* = ±1 which correspond

to ^Np/Nj") = p' and cxi . At the new fixed point we can define

an exponent 1/V Q giving the instability in the relevant parameter

m . After the standard calculations we obtain "»)
_

0.50. The renor-

malisation of f and J gives an exponent

tation of energy in the forms

related to the dila-

(53)

respectively. These two expressions yield the same values z Q pre-

sented in table 5.

The magnetisation can be calculated from the average operator

(.15*) taking the average over the disorder at each iterative step.

The parameter \j ̂  in the recursion relation (.16*) is of the form

/J )„ failed in extracting a new critical index

-21-

The magnetisation as a function of To/J is plotted in figures

4a and 4b for the fixed value of the ratio N_ /Nj and different

values of the parameter NT . The magnetisation is reduced in the

presence of disorder /for small values of Nj/ and the location of

the transition is changed. Our numerical analysis around the criti-

cal point

We reobtained the value 0.370 for the linear chain /Uzelac et al

1980/ but the analysis for the planar system happened to be beyond

the power of our computer. However, by having recourse to the scal-

ing relations (.24*) and the expresion

l ^y^ V"LS1 /K^j {55)

we have calculated pJD and have presented it in table 5. We expect

that as for the linear chain, these values can be reproduced from

the numerical data. From the Table 5 we can observe the change in

the critical indices caused by the randomness. The new critical ex-

ponents are found within our approximation to be close to the pure

four-dimensional Ising model exponents.

-22-



6. Conclusions

In this paper we have presented the critical behaviour of the ran-

dom transverse Isir.g model at T = 0 by having recourse to the real

space renormalisatior. group elaborated for quantum systems. The

present approximation is still very simple: consists in retaining

only the two lowest energy states of the block; the probability

distribution for the ratio J/ r is fixed by the zeroth and first

moments- in the case of the bond dilution type randomness ; the prob-

ability distribution for T and J is decorrelated and fixed by the

first and second moments in the case of the McCoy and Vfu type ran-

domness. In the latter case the magnetisation is diminished in the

presence of disorder, the corresponding exponent [!„ is slightly

increased with respect to the pure value and the transition is not

symmetric in the random bonds and fields. The same difficulties as

for the linear chain are faced with the new fixed point corresponding

to the limit of infinite standard deviations where the approximation

is no longer justified. In the leading- order the recursion relations

(51),(52) are decoupled and the quantity m related to disorder is

strongly relevant while Y /J is marginal. So the approximative

coincidence between our exponents and the classical ones is not re-

liable.

Our renormalisation-group scheme proposed to the diluted quan-

tum Ising model Is new, preserves some scaling relations and is not

limited to the critical region but can be also applied to the entire

ferromagnetic and paramagnetic regions showing the reduction of the

magnetisation and the energy gap as the bond concentration decreases

As concerns the critical properties our results agree qualitatively

with those found previously /Stinchcombe 1981a, dos Santos 1982/.

Although the numerical values of the exponents V and "̂  as

î ell as of the critical fields at the percolation threshold are

realistic, the remaining exponents are not so accurate. For the

pure system, as a whole, our results are comparable to those of

Penson et al /1979/. Moreover the flow line picture is oversim-

plified although displays the discontinuity of the critical field.

As d_> 0 for our pure model at T •> 0, we could expect the ran-

domness to be relevant /the Harris criterion - Harris l9T9b-,stinchcombe -

1983. The main shortcoming of the present and the previous

calculations consists in the discrepancy with the Harris criterion.

The dilution has been shown both theoretically and experimentally

/Birgeneau et al 1983, Jug 1983, Newman and Riedel 1982/ to be rel-

evant and to affect the pure transition for the classical three-

dimensional Ising model. The scheme presented here enables us to

recover qualitatively in the unified way, the real-space renormali-

sation group results for the pure and diluted quantum Ising system,

and to obtain some improvements.
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Table 1. Critical fields and critical components for t n e p u r e s y s t e m

Table 3. Random transverse Ising fixed point data

y

•v

2

"I

series

present

z = 3 z = 4

3.04 i 1.544

0.63

1

1.02

0.32

0.63

0.581

0.76

1.21

0.351

0.44

1.947

0.655

0.58

1.42

0.466

0.38

Penson et al

z = 3 z = 4

Hirsch r.
dos

Santos

Matt is
et al
z = 4

1.968

0.87

0.733

0.617

0.29

0.64

2.630 ' 3.556 ;1.552

1.1 |0.6S3 10.496

0.546 - i -

0.586 i -

0.34

0.60

0.285

3.280

1.2

0.909

0.622

for z = 4: Yanase et al /1976/

Stella
et al
z = 6

,3.319

0.97

0.63

z

ft

s

present

z = 3 z = 4

1.305 1.480

0.584 0.653

0.833 0.689

1.301 1.540

0.380 0.503

0.486 0.450

dos
Santos

z = 4

0.873

0.592

-

-

-

-

Stinchcorabe

z = 4

0.618

1.000

-

-

-

-

Saxena

z = 4

1.419

-

-

-

-

-

Table 2. Percolation concentrations and correlation length exponents
Table 4. Critical exponents P> and s for the diluted system.

series

Stinchcombe

dos Santos

Saxena

present

z

0 .

0 .

0 .

P c

= 3

6533

-

-

soo

848

z = 4

0 .500 a

0.618

0.618

0.333

0.755

1

1

z = 3

-34±0.OZb

-

-

-

. 3 3

Z - 4

1.34±O.O2b

1.62

0.817

-

1.51

a Sykes and Essam 1964, b Dunn et al 1975, c Stlnchcombe 1981a,

dos Santos 1982, e Saxena 1983.

p

0.858

0.867

0.991

1.000

pure fp

z = 3

P>

0.350

0.351

0.351

0.351

0.351

0.351

s

0.442

0.441

0.441

0.441

0,441

0.441

P

0.770

0.786

0.969

1.000

pure fp

z = 4

(b

0.464

0.466

0.466

0.466

0.466

0.466

s

0.383

0.382

0.382

0.382

0.381

0.381

- ' t - * - _ • - . • * •



Table 5. The fixed point and the critical- exponents for the Ising

model in a transverse field with tioth random fields and

bonds

honeycomb { z=3 )

quadratic (.z=4 )

4D Ising model

-0

-0

»

.28

.1*2

* •

0.50

0.50

1/2

1

1

ZD

.94

.71

2

0.47

0.52

1/2
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FIGURE CAPTIOUS

Figure 1. Spin blocks /B1 for a honeycomb lattice and B2 for a

square lattice/ used in the iterative procedure. The centres of

the blocks, denoted by circles, form a new lattice of the same

kind. The broken lines stand for the couplings between the blocks.

Figure 2. Flow lines, fixed points and critical curve /shown by the

bold lines/ of the bond-diluted zero-temperature transverse Ising

model: /a/ on the honeycomb lattice; /b/ on the square lattice.

Figure 3. The magnetisation /in the ferromagnetic region/ and T w

/in the paramagnetic region/ profiles for the fixed bond concentra-

tions p: /a/ on the honeycomb lattice; /b/ on the square lattice.

T is related to the energy gap A between the singlet ground

state and the continuum of the excited states by A = 2 f°° .

Figure h. The magnetisation profiles of the random Ising model on

a transverse field versus V /J for different parameters;

/a/ honeycomb lattice with N 1.769292; /b/ square lattice

with N r /K = 2.441478. The dashed curves correspond to the ordered

limit oo
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